Dean. In cases of doubt, correspondence is invited before the student presents himself for admission. Directions for matriculation and registration will be furnished in the Dean's office.

OTHER INFORMATION

For information regarding the system of dividing work in the University into quarters and terms; regarding majors and minors; regarding fees, rooms, board, and expenses; and regarding University privileges and other general matters, see Announcements of the Law School.

Detailed announcement.—The announcement of the Law School for 1932-33 to be published about May 1, containing detailed information concerning the work and regulations of the School, will be sent upon application to the Dean's Office.

COURSES OFFERED: SUMMER QUARTER, 1932

Mj. = Major course, four hours weekly for the quarter. M. = Minor course, four hours weekly for one term. D.M. = Double Minor Course, eight hours weekly for one term. With the permission of the Dean, courses continuing through both terms of the quarter may be taken for the First Term only, but no examination may be taken until the student later completes the course. When only the first half of a subject is given, credit is provisional until it is completed in a later quarter. Twelve to fourteen hours weekly constitute full work. By special permission a maximum of sixteen hours may be taken.

I. FIRST-YEAR COURSES

(The work of the first year is required.)

2. Torts.—Trespass to person and to property; excuses for trespass; conversion; negligence; legal duties; statutory torts; legal cause; contributory and imputed negligence; contributory illegality; possessory duties; acting at peril; liability for animals; deceit; defamation: slander, libel, privilege, malice; right of privacy; malicious prosecution; interference with social and business relations; inducing breaches of duty, fair and unfair competition, strikes, boycotts, business combinations; the measure of damages in tort cases. Bohlen, Cases on Torts (3d ed., 1930), additional cases selected by the instructor. 2Mjs. daily, 9:00; Tu., Th., F., 11:00, GREGORY.

80A. Introduction to Law.—The primary purpose of this course is to present the historical background and development of law and legal institutions necessary to proper understanding of other substantive law courses. Cook and Hinton, Cases on Common Law Pleading; Syllabus, and selected materials. Mj., Tu., W., Th., F., 8:00, NIELSON.

II. SECOND- AND THIRD-YEAR COURSES

(These courses are elective and need not be taken in any fixed order.)

14. Rights in Land.—Rights of possession of land with respect to air, water, and land; creation, nature, and extent of profits, easements, and licenses; covenants and other agreements affecting use of land; public rights in streams and ways. Bigelow, Cases on Rights in Land (part), and Aigler, Cases on Titles to Real Property (part). Prerequisite: Real Property. DM., Second Term, daily, 8:00., F., 10:00., M., W., 11:00, EAGLETON.

40. Sales.—Formation and construction of contracts for the sale of goods; rights and duties of buyers and sellers; remedies available on breach. Woodward, Cases on Sales (2d ed.). Prerequisite: three quarters of work, including Contracts. 1½Mjs. daily, 9:00; F., 11:00, BOGERT.

63. Constitutional Law I.†—Making and changing constitutions; function of judiciary in enforcing constitutions; separation and delegation of powers of government; personal liberty; interstate privileges and immunities of citizens; operation of fourteenth amendment; due process and equal protection of law; procedure, police power, eminent domain. Hall, Cases on Constitutional Law and Supplement (part). DM., First Term, daily, 9:00; Tu., Th., F., 11:00, TRAYNOR.
68. Statutes.—The statute book; economy of legislative ways and means; structure and language; penal regulation; civil regulation; administrative provisions; operative clauses; style requirements. Mj. daily, 1:30 (to August 19), Freund.

70. Conflict of Laws.—(1) Jurisdiction: sources of law and comity; territorial jurisdiction in rem and in personam; (2) remedies, rights of action, and procedure; (3) creation of rights: personal rights; rights of property; inheritance; obligations ex delicto and ex contractu; (4) recognition and enforcement of rights: personal relations; property; inheritance; administration of estates; judgments; obligations. Beale, Cases on Conflict of Laws (2d ed.), Vols. I and II. DM. Second Term, daily, 9:00; Tu., Th., F., 11:00, Bigelow.

72. Civil Law.—Chief characteristics of the civil law administration of civil and criminal justice with respect to courts, procedure, and practice; and a comparative study of the corresponding institutions in Anglo-American law. The comparative study of these institutions is made from both a historical and a functional point of view. Open only to students having 18 majors of law. Casebook to be assigned. M. Second Term, Tu., W., Th., F., 8:00, Henry.

82. Equity Pleading.—Bills in equity, including parties, general requisites, and multifariousness, disclaimer and default; demurrers; pleas; answers; replications; cross-bills; amendments. Hinton, Cases on Equity Pleading. Prerequisite: Common Law Pleading. Mj., M., Tu., W., Th., 10:00, Eagleton.

90. Practice.—Jurisdiction in personam and in rem; service and return of process; appearance; defaults, setting aside, and proceedings to final judgment; qualification and selection of jury; function of the court and jury; non-suits and directed verdicts; instructions or charge to the jury; verdicts; special interrogatories; trials without jury; motions for new trials; bills of exceptions; writs of error. Hinton, Cases on Trial Practice (2d ed.). Prerequisite: Introduction and Common Law Pleading. DM. First Term, daily, 8:00; F., 10:00; M., W., 11:00, Hinton.


SEMINAR COURSES

Seminar in Legislation.—Examination of the state of source material and literature bearing on legal aspects and history of legislation in Illinois and other selected American jurisdictions. Topics will be assigned after consultation with the students. §Mj. Hours to be arranged, Freund.

Seminar in Corporate Finance.—Study of one or more of the following topics in connection with the financing of corporate enterprise: types of preferred stocks; convertible stocks and bonds; non-voting stock; pre-emptive rights; relation between the investment banker, the corporation, and the security holder; readjustment of capitalization, merger, consolidation, and reorganization. Open to a limited number of students. §Mj. Hours to be arranged, Katz.

† Not credited toward a law degree if taken before courses 1, 2, and 3.